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Part I

The Role of Collaboration in Combating Environmental Crime
Responding to environmental crime involves a wide range of collaborations across many different domains and sectors. This is especially the case when addressing transnational environmental crime and its associated global environmental harms.

This chapter provides an introduction to the *why* and *how* of collaborative state intervention as this relates to environmental crime. It begins by identifying key response agencies and stakeholders and acknowledging the increasing need for and use of collaboration in combating environmental crime. It then engages in general consideration of the component parts and various phases of collaboration. This is followed by an examination of collaboration in practice, a discussion that draws upon examples of horizontal, vertical, and diagonal forms of collaboration. The chapter concludes by considering the challenges and opportunities associated with collaboration, and the importance of improving coordination and cooperation to combat environmental crime.

**Responding to transnational environmental crime**

Environmental crime is typically defined on a continuum ranging from strict legal definitions through to broader harm perspectives (Bricknell, 2010). For example, it can refer to:

[A]n unauthorized act or omission that violates the law and is therefore subject to criminal prosecution and criminal sanction. (Situ and Emmons, 2000: 3)

[A]n act committed with the intent to harm or with a potential to cause harm to ecological and/or biological systems and for the
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purpose of securing business or personal advantage. (Clifford and Edwards, 1998: 26)

[C]riminal conduct that may have negative consequences for the environment. (UNODC, 2011: 95)

[E]nvironmental harm is a crime. (White, 2011a: 1)

Specific types of environmental crime as described in law include things such as illegal transport and dumping of toxic waste, the illegal transfer of hazardous materials such as ozone-depleting substances, the illegal traffic in radioactive or nuclear substances, the illegal trade in flora and fauna, and illegal fishing and logging. However, within green criminology there is a more expansive definition of environmental crime or harm that includes transgressions that are harmful to humans, environments, and non-human animals, regardless of legality per se; it also includes environment-related harms facilitated by the state, as well as corporations and other powerful actors, insofar as these institutions have the capacity to shape official definitions of environmental crime in ways that allow or condone environmentally harmful practices (White, 2011a).

For the purposes of this book, however, environmental crime is defined primarily in terms of illegal environmental harms (i.e., environmental harms currently defined as unlawful and therefore punishable) rather than including legal environmental harms (i.e., environmental harms currently condoned as lawful but which are nevertheless socially and ecologically harmful). The main focus of the book is also on transnational environmental crime. As defined in conventional legal terms (White, 2011a), this refers to:

- unauthorised acts or omissions that are against the law and therefore subject to criminal prosecution and criminal sanctions;
- crimes that involve some kind of cross-border transference and an international or global dimension; and
- crimes related to pollution (of air, water, and land), crimes against wildlife (including illegal trade in ivory as well as of live animals), and illegal fishing (whales, dolphins, lobster and abalone as well as fish).

These are the key areas of attention for national and international laws relating to environmental matters, and are the main task areas for many of the agencies featured in this book. Some of the major international
initiatives that formally specify certain activities as offences include (Forni, 2010):

- Convention for Prevention of Maritime Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter,
- Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES),
- International Tropical Timber Agreement,
- Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer,
- Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer,
- Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal,
- United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, and
- Kyoto Protocol.

These, too, form part of the international framework within which environmental law enforcement and regulation take place, and shape which agencies undertake specific activities, how they do so, and with whom.

In technical legal terms, transnational environmental crime has been defined as follows:

[T]ransnational environmental crime involves the trading and smuggling of plants, animals, resources and pollutants in violation of prohibition or regulation regimes established by multilateral environmental agreements and/or in contravention of domestic law. (Forni, 2010: 34)

This definition embodies huge complexities of scale, scope, and content. For example, the legal framework governing environmental matters in international law is defined by over 270 multilateral environmental agreements and related instruments (Forni, 2010: 34). The laws and rules guiding action on environmental crime vary greatly at the local, regional, and national levels, and there are overarching conventions and laws that likewise have different legal purchase depending upon how they are translated into action in each specific local jurisdiction.

Responding to environmental crime primarily falls to enforcement and regulatory agencies within government, whether at the national, subnational, or local level. In most parts of the world, the main response agencies are police agencies, customs and border protection agencies, and environmental regulatory agencies. These can be considered the ‘three core agencies’ of environmental law enforcement (Pink, Forthcoming). The mandate, role, and function of response agencies is central to the
issue of collaboration as the various agencies have cultural traits, preferences, and in some instances a statutory predilection or requirement that influences their willingness to, and method of, collaborating with others. Equally the different agencies have their own, sometimes overlapping, interest and stakeholder groups that may or may not be a factor in cross-cutting collaboration.

Collaboration and collaborative approaches have increased significantly in recent years, both at domestic and international levels. They have increased within the three core agencies, and between these and other key government response agencies. They are also increasingly involving wider groups of non-government stakeholders and interest groups, for example, academics and research institutions. Together, intergovernmental organisations (IGOs) and non-governmental organisations (NGOs) are now playing a growing and significant role in and/or are facilitating collaborative interventions (INTERPOL, 2009; Kangaspunta and Marshall, 2009; White, 2012; Wyatt, 2013; UK Economic and Social Research Council, n.d.).

What is collaboration and what does it look like?

In its most basic sense, collaboration simply refers to people or agencies working together for a shared purpose. However, the meaning and processes pertaining to collaboration as a form of social practice can be complicated and variable. This is due to the different functions and missions of specific agencies, and the varied levels at which collaboration can take place.

Different people may understand the term ‘collaboration’ as meaning different things, depending upon institutional and situational context. For instance, in Australia, there are many diverse agencies engaged in some form of environmental law enforcement. Some of these are engaged in both regulation and enforcement, and individual agencies may be charged with either or both. Agencies dealing with environmental matters work in and across different jurisdictions and deal with a myriad of issues. This is illustrated in Table 1.1 which outlines different tiers of governance involving various bodies engaged in environmental law enforcement.

Each agency, organisation, or network has its own legislatively defined mandate which dictates the parameters of its functions, powers, and interventions. Moreover, NGOs, which also operate in the sphere of environmental law enforcement and regulation, likewise have their own unique purposes and modes of operation. Collaboration within and across governments, as well as involving non-governmental sectors, is thus complicated by the myriad of statutory requirements, distinct organisational cultures, and diverse motivational impetuses.
The nature of interagency interaction, at whatever geo-political scale, is also highly contingent upon the extent of engagement in each instance. The process of engagement, given below, can be seen as being tiered, ranging from least engaged to most engaged:

- **networking** (exchange of information for mutual benefit),
- **coordinating** (exchanging information and altering activities for a common purpose),
- **cooperating** (exchanging information, altering activities, and sharing resources), and
- **collaboration** (all of the above, plus enhancing the capacity of the other partner[s] for mutual benefit and a common purpose) (O’Flynn, 2008: 185–186).

While close collaboration for mutual benefit is the goal, the ‘human element’ remains crucial to its success. This aspect was evident in research relating to cross-sectoral Police–Customs collaboration which identified individual personal interactions as a central success factor (Mausolf, 2011b).

---

**Table 1.1** Agencies at different tiers: dealing with environmental law enforcement in Australia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geo-political scale</th>
<th>Examples at the operational level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local council</td>
<td>Urban and metropolitan councils&lt;br&gt;Regional or rural shires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Environmental Protection Agencies&lt;br&gt;State Police services&lt;br&gt;Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (RSPCA)&lt;br&gt;Parks and Wildlife Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National</td>
<td>Department of Environment&lt;br&gt;Australian Customs Service&lt;br&gt;Australian Federal Police&lt;br&gt;Australian Fisheries Management Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National/State</td>
<td>The Australasian Environmental Law Enforcement and Regulators netWork (AELERT)&lt;br&gt;Australian Institute of Criminology&lt;br&gt;Australian Crime Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International</td>
<td>INTERPOL&lt;br&gt;International Network for Environmental Enforcement and Compliance (INECE)&lt;br&gt;United Nation bodies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Adapted from White, 2011b: 126.*
Wright comments that ‘[e]ffective collaboration depends on effective relationships between humans. If the right people are in the room, and if there is time and space for like minds and potential partners to find and engage with each other, then even the worst-designed gathering can be productive’ (2014: para. 2). It is not enough to consider collaborating, or to go through the motions of collaboration. For collaboration to be meaningful there has to be development of trust and common purpose, as well as sharing of information and resources. This is supported by Mausolf’s research which indicated that ‘collaboration and coordination, based on communication and trust, lead to an increased intelligence flow which increases analytical output and quality and subsequently the effectiveness’ of the law enforcement responses (2010: 21).

The component parts of collaboration are many and varied, with the precise nature of the collaboration influencing what the eventual component parts are. In our experience, what makes collaborations effective and successful are a series of interrelated factors, a partial list of which includes:

- valuing local knowledge,
- understanding the core business,
- collaborative goal setting,
- valuing different perspectives,
- sensitively challenging the taken-for-granted,
- trust, openness, and honesty (mutual respect),
- selecting the right people for the task,
- leading by example,
- making time for critical reflection,
- establishing the networks and relationships,
- sharing of ideas, knowledge, and intelligence,
- repositories of knowledge (e.g., case studies),
- valuing ‘insider’ and ‘outsider’ knowledge and expertise,
- technology transfers (e.g., forensic techniques),
- setting protocols for information sharing,
- mentoring and capacity building by secondment,
- recognising and adapting to difference, and
- maximising individual and collective potential.

It is also worth considering collaboration in terms of: who, what, where, when, why, and how. These questions are commonly referred to by law enforcement and regulatory staff as either the ‘5w’s and 1 h’ or the
‘six loyal servants’, since both denote the approach many investigators and compliance staff follow in breaking down and proving the elements of an offence. In terms of collaboration it is important to:

- identify who the relevant partners/stakeholders are,
- determine what the focus (or main purpose) of the collaboration is,
- decide where the collaboration/s might be coordinated from or take place,
- agree when the collaboration will commence and might conclude,
- establish why collaboration is considered beneficial, and
- discuss how the collaboration will most likely proceed.

The various partners and stakeholders will invariably have different views on several if not all of these aspects. Wyatt highlights the potential of groups having ‘conflicting interests in terms of the economy, conservation and enforcement of environmental laws’ (2013: 163). It is for this reason that these key questions should be discussed and considered prior to or in the early stages of any collaboration. Afterwards, the agreed position should then be communicated to all parties – to do otherwise can significantly impede if not completely jeopardise the collaboration.

Carnwell and Carson (2005) distinguish between ‘partnerships’ (who we are) and ‘collaborations’ (what we do). In so doing, they describe different types of partnerships, ranging from those based on a particular project or particular social problem, through to ideological and ethical partnerships that involve shared perspectives and specific viewpoints. While obvious, there are substantial practical benefits to asking the questions: ‘do we need to collaborate in this instance?’, and ‘for what specific purpose or outcome are we collaborating?’ The process of asking, discussing, and answering these simple questions will often save much time, effort, and angst.

Another aspect of collaboration that is somewhat unique to environmental crime, which goes back to the issue of identification of relevant partners or stakeholders, relates to ‘crossover crime’. Crossover crimes are crimes that are either committed as part of an ‘environmental crime’ or in parallel with such offending (Pink, 2013). They include, for example:

- fraud/theft of Carbon Trading Scheme permits (link to cyber-crime);
- fisheries crime involving organised crime (links to trafficking in humans, arms, and drugs); and
- money laundering of the proceeds of illegal logging (link to corruption).
Crossover crimes can also involve the blurring between the licit and the illicit. In explaining this, Elliott (2009: 66) describes parallel trafficking as ‘moving environmental contraband along the same smuggling routes used for other illegal commodities, combining illegal shipment, or using ostensibly legal shipment to conceal other forms of illegally sourced or traded goods and resources’. Beyond mere identification of partners and stakeholders, crossover crimes require coordinated responses (involving designated lead, support, and ancillary agencies) from a range of agencies:

- mainstream law enforcement agencies – police, customs/port authorities;
- environmental agencies – scientific, regulatory, and enforcement;
- intelligence agencies – environment, law enforcement, and security;
- prosecuting bodies – criminal, civil, and administrative; and
- financial agencies – tax and other regulatory bodies (Pink, 2013).

Responding to crossover crimes not only highlights the complexities of collaboration, but the necessity of combining forces and resources in combating such intricate and multidimensional crimes.

The dynamics of environmental crime are such that new types of skills, knowledge, and expertise need to be drawn upon as part of the law enforcement and regulatory response effort. The impetus to develop these is also driven by the fact that environmental crime at domestic and international levels is gaining increasing notice as a growing and significant crime type and a major threat to national security (Elliott, 2009; INTERPOL, 2009; UNODC, 2010; White, 2014). One outcome of this heightened interest by national governments and their environmental regulatory and enforcement bodies is recognition that this will involve increased partnering and working with others, including non-traditional partners and stakeholders. Collaboration therefore is an indication of engagement, involvement, and support to assist on an issue, while at the same time it presents as a process and a means by which to measure outcomes. Sparrow (2008: 84) suggests that:

If practitioners bite off too much, chances are they will choke. Bite off too little, and nobody will much care. Obviously an agency can take bigger bites than an individual or a department; and a consortium of institutions [through collaboration] can presumably take even bigger bites without being overwhelmed.

The next part considers how practitioners and agencies attempt to strike the balance in terms of the scale of collaborations while giving practical effect to collaborations.
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